26th Annual Alumni Basketball Tournament (2023)
MASTERS DIVISION (10 Teams)

HEMPSTEAD '98 (41) vs HEMPFSTEAD '04 (72)
HEMPSTEAD '04 (55) vs HEMPFSTEAD '01-'02 (25)
HEMPSTEAD '01-'02 (51) vs SENIOR '95 (30)
HEMPSTEAD '99 (32) vs SENIOR '93 (48)
HEMPSTEAD '00 (49) vs WAHLERT '90 (60)
HEMPSTEAD '00 (51) vs HEMPFSTEAD '03 (31)
HEMPSTEAD '03 (52) vs WESTERN DUBUQUE '01 (73)

Consolation Bracket:
HEMPSTEAD '03 vs HEMPFSTEAD '98 (41)
HEMFSTEAD '01-'02 (25) vs SENIOR '95 (30)
HEMPSTEAD '99 vs SENIOR '93 (45)
HEMPSTEAD '00 vs WAHLERT '90 (41)
HEMPSTEAD '03 vs WESTERN DUBUQUE '01 (73)

Championship Bracket:
HEMFSTEAD '98 (41) vs HEMPFSTEAD '04 (72)
HEMFSTEAD '01-'02 (25) vs SENIOR '95 (30)
HEMFSTEAD '99 (32) vs SENIOR '93 (48)
HEMFSTEAD '00 (49) vs WAHLERT '90 (60)
HEMFSTEAD '00 (51) vs HEMPFSTEAD '03 (31)
HEMFSTEAD '03 (52) vs WESTERN DUBUQUE '01 (73)

*No roster additions after 12:00 p.m. on Friday, March 24th
*Teams must have a yearbook copy with them on their bench to verify player eligibility.
*Games will consist of TWO 20 minute halves.
*Overtime periods will be 3 minutes long.
*The clock will stop the last minute of the 1st half and last 1 minute of the 2nd half on all dead ball situations.
*Each team is allowed 2 timeouts per half.